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Summer flights to take off:

The four most beautiful routes aboard a private aircraft -
Fly for a low price with Wingly
Paris, July 28th - Summer is a particularly good time to fly and it's more than twice as much
fun with a private flight: the air is mild, visibility is clear and the daylight lasts for longer.

Among the popular destinations with incomparable views, are the sightseeing helicopter
flights over London, an excursion to the Isle of Wight for lunch, a bird's eye view of
Cornwall’s stunning coastlines or a vintage flight in a Harvard Warbird.

Wingly, Europe's leading flight sharing platform, with 2,000 available flights from 450
airfields, makes summer an airy pleasure and an unforgettable experience for everyone who
wants to take off in a private plane.



1. Visit the Isle of Wight for lunch

Treat yourself to a surprise lunch excursion and fly to
the Isle of Wight in one hour and 30 minutes. In
summer, this is Wingly's best trip. You will marvel at the
sparkling blue from above, enjoy the calm air and the
clear view. A perfect setting for iconic photos! With two
passengers on board the Cessna 172, each passenger
pays £222 for three hours flight experience.
https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2026532

2. Helicopter Sightseeing Flight over London

Departing from Denham Airport, this scenic helicopter
flight will take you over Central London. After
departure, you will witness the English countryside,
gradually build up and transform into the outskirts of
one of the largest cities in the world! Before you know it
you will be marvelling at the seemingly endless
expanse of London, with the city’s famous landmarks
visible soon after our departure. Heading towards the
Thames, you will soon find yourself flying over Central
London in a Helicopter, with landmarks such as the
Houses of Parliament, The London Eye, the Tower
Bridge, the O2 Arena and Canary Wharf. With four
passengers on board, each
passenger pays £120 for the 60-minute flight experience https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2002742

3. The Tip of England - Lands End flight experience

Discover the stunning sights of Cornwall - from its
unique coastlines, rugged cliffs and sandy beaches to its
rural villages and towns. This landscape is at its most
beautiful in summer! Sit back, relax and take in the
views with an amazing aerial tour over Cornwall.
This flight departs from Newquay airport before heading
down the western coast of Cornwall. You will take a trip
around the peninsula, spotting key landmarks such as
Sennan Cove, Lands End and Penzance before
returning to Newquay via the spectacular St Michaels
Mount. With three passengers on board the Robin
R3000, each passenger pays £107 for the 60-minute
flight experience. https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2055961
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4. Vintage flight in a Harvard Warbird

This will be a once in a lifetime day you will never
forget. This Harvard is a genuine 1942 World War II
trainer, and was the first step for those learning to
master legendary aircraft such as the Spitfire and
Hurricane. Following an introduction, you will be taken
out to the Harvard and shown around to help you
appreciate the scale of the aircraft and its 600hp
engine. You will then be strapped in and given a full
safety brief by one of our experienced pilots. Once
airborne, you will fly in the skies over Berkshire and
Buckinghamshire like the many thousands of wartime
pilots who trained in this iconic aircraft. This selection
is a 40 minute flight and costs £665. https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2051699

About Wingly
Wingly is Europe's leading flight sharing provider. On its digital platform, the company brings together
the largest community of experienced pilots with passengers. In the course of this, flight costs and
unique flight experiences are shared. Wingly has brought aviation into the sharing economy. The brand's
goal is to make private flying accessible to everyone.
https://www.wingly.io
https://www.wingly.io/en
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Footage:
Interested parties can request free videos/photos about our flights
at alima@wingly.io
or at https://www.wingly.io/en/press
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